**BIC Degree Planner – Social Work**

BIC courses are taken in sequence and are only offered in their respective sequence semesters. Occasionally, BIC 4389 will be offered in the fall semester, as well as the spring.

### Fall—14-16 hrs. | Spring—14-16 hrs.
--- | ---
BIC 1212: Examined Life I | BIC 1324: World Cultures II
BIC 1314: World Cultures I | BIC 1323: World of Rhetoric II
BIC 1413: World of Rhetoric I | NSC 1306-1106
Language | Language
SWO 1101 | Elective
PPS 1100 ** or Elective | (or PPS 1100)

#### Summer I

#### Summer II

### Fall—16 hrs. | Spring—15 hrs.
--- | ---
BIC 2334: World Culture III | BIC 2344: World Cultures IV
BIC 2330: Social World I | BIC 2340: Social World II
BIO 1401 or BIO 1305/1105 | MTH 1301,1320,1321, STA 1380 *prereq for SWO 4305
Language | Elective
SWO 2321: Introduction* | SWO 2320: Leadership & Diversity (spring only)

*SWO 2321 offered both fall/spring (min. GPA to enter SWO: 2.7)

#### Summer I

#### Summer II

### Fall—16 hrs. | Spring—15 hrs.
--- | ---
BIC 3358: Examined Life II (Bibl. Heritage) | BIC 4374 WC V or BIC 4389 Capstone**
SWO 3371: Practice I | SWO 3352: HBSE II
SWO 3351: HBSE I | SWO 4372: Practice II
Elective (or BIC 4374 for POVS minor)** | SWO 4373: Practice III
Elective | Economics 3355

#### Summer I

#### Summer II

** BIC 4374 recommended if students is completing the POVS minor

### Fall—15 hrs. | Spring—13 hrs.
--- | ---
SWO 4491: Internship I | BIC 4389: BIC Capstone (or earlier)
SWO 4305: Data Analysis | SWO 4301: Research
Social Work Elective (minimum of 2 hrs.) | SWO 4492: Internship II
Elective | SWO 4322: Policy
Elective | 

#### Summer I

#### Summer II

** may be taken any semester

*If four semesters of language not needed, electives should be taken to meet hour req.*

---

Students must have a 2.7 GPA to continue in SWO beyond this point.
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